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How to Position Ethical Investing for Clients
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• There’s no right or wrong. Each client has their own idea of what ethical investing

means to them.

• How important is risk and return?

• How strict do you want to be on ethical investing?

• If ethical considerations are more important than risk/return, then impact investing

may be an option. However, many of the best impact choices have low liquidity.

• How important is Sustainable Development Goal reporting? Clients who choose

ethical options will want to see the ethical value as well as traditional performance

reporting. This increases accountability and reduces greenwashing.



Are clients taking risks by choosing to invest ethically 
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Risks of ethical investments:
• Ethical skews

• Greater volatility

• Underperformance?

• Is this just a fad?

• There are new asset classes that are untested

Risks of not considering ethical investments:
• Litigation (i.e REST)

• Underperformance – investing in declining industries

• Missing opportunities i.e renewables (which are not yet mainstream)

• No hedge against Climate Change

• Out of step with society norms/expectations



A balancing act of Risk/Return/Ethical Investing
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How can portfolios balance performance, risk and ethical

considerations?

• Decide on your philosophy-tolerance and engagement or do no harm

• Construct a portfolio that minimizes volatility and ethical skews

• Seek returns commensurate with standard balanced portfolios

• Seek investment that align with the United Nations Sustainable

Development Goals (UNSDGs)



RIAA framework
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How did we determine our approach
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• We consulted with a large array of institutional and wholesale investors to

determine their needs, what they liked and disliked in current products.

• We wanted to solve for a large number of the investors concerns which was

a starting point for our exclusion list. Our list is very comprehensive and

takes into account a variety of needs from individuals, religious groups and

charities.

• After receiving complaints and questions about their current strategies, our

clients asked us to build the cleanest possible portfolio. We decided to use a

zero-tolerance approach, meaning the underlying revenues from each

investment must not include any excluded category (see next page).

• We aligned the product to the UNSDG to target the impacts to people and

planet real world outcomes.

• We provide comprehensive reporting to show investors the impact their

investing is making to the SDG’s and also through carbon emissions. This is in

addition to the usual investment performance.



Ethical and Impact Approach
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Zero-tolerance negative screening Investing for positive impact
Unlike other ethical funds, Apostle has a strict zero-tolerance policy

when undertaking ethical screening, meaning that all underlying

investments must have 0% direct revenue exposure to:

• Human rights violations

• Unethical Corporate Governance (treatment of employees,

customers, stakeholders and the environment)

• Fossil fuels such as thermal coal, oil, petroleum and peat

• Weapons and armaments manufacturing

• Gambling

• Alcohol and tobacco (manufacture)

• Pornography (production)

• Animal cruelty and testing (unless required for human medical

research)

• Deforestation (native or old growth logging for non-forest use)

• Nuclear power (production of conventional facilities)

Apostle’s People and Planet impact framework seeks to create positive real-
world outcomes alongside good financial returns. Guided by the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the framework aims to
positively impact people in the areas of:

• Good Health & Wellbeing (SDG 3)

• Gender Equality (SDG 5)

• Positively impact the planet in the areas of Affordable & Clean Energy
(SDG 7)

• Climate Action (SDG 13)

Our climate policy target is to minimize global temperature of less than 1.5 
C, have zero fossil fuels and target net zero carbon emissions by 2030.

Our gender policy aims to advance and ensure the effective participation 
and equal opportunities of females in leadership and senior management 
roles.



Impact Objective: Increase access to high quality healthcare products and services.

Investment Strategy: Invest in high-quality companies across a diversified Healthcare supply chain, including

Healthcare products and services, medical facilities, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and life and health insurance.
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Apostle’s People and Planet Impact Framework

Impact Objective: Drive the movement towards gender parity by increasing female participation in corporate

leadership.

Investment Strategy: Apply a gender lens across asset classes, identifying companies with best-in-class female

participation in Board and management positions.

Impact Objective: Drive the global transition towards renewable energy

Investment Strategy: Invest in renewable energy assets and avoid traditional (or ‘dirty’) energy assets, increasing the

accessibility, affordability and market share of renewables in the energy market.

Impact Objective: Contribute to global carbon abatement and ultimately work towards a carbon neutral portfolio.

Investment Strategy: Apply a carbon lens across asset classes, selecting investments with low carbon footprints relative

to their market segment and avoiding investments with high carbon footprints.
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Invest in 
positive impact

Avoid negative 
impact

Diversification Financial Return

Invest in positive impact – We invest in high quality strategies that focus on the UNSDGs 3, 5, 7 and 13. The outcomes of this 

approach help rebalance gender and diversity issues and support environmental sustainability, which we monitor through carbon

emissions, energy intensity and renewable energy production and consumption.

Avoid negative impact – We have a strict zero-tolerance policy to negative impact areas, meaning all companies we invest in must 

have 0% direct revenue exposure to our ethical exclusions. This avoids harm and protects downside risk by avoiding areas in 

decline.

Diversification – Investors gain access to a diversified portfolio across countries, industries and asset classes. The product is 

designed to provide good financial returns commensurate with traditional balanced funds.  

Ethical and Impact Approach



We actively measure the real-world outcomes created by our impact strategy. The below measurements demonstrate

the real-world outcomes created by the Fund’s listed equities portfolio:
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Specific Outcomes and their Measurement

Climate Action (SDG 13):
We are specifically targeting a lower carbon portfolio
than the broader market. The Fund’s listed equities
portfolio* has a carbon footprint 53.1% lower than its
benchmark, which has been measured using tonnes of
carbon emissions per $m sales:

Gender Equality (SDG 5):
We are actively reducing gender inequality in Board and
management positions. The Fund’s listed equities
portfolio* has 7.8% higher female participation in Board
and management positions:
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*This is a paper portfolio which has been constructed without any actual investments and on the assumption that there are no costs (direct or indirect), fees, interest or expenses. Furthermore, this
paper portfolio has not taken into account any investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any individual investor. This paper portfolio is not a true or accurate depiction of the investments of
the fund this material is purported to represent. Past performance of this paper portfolio is not a reliable indicator of future investment performance. This is not an adequate representation of the
future performance or volatility of the investments. No representations or warranties, expressed or implied, are made as to the accuracy or completeness of this paper portfolio.



Future directions for ethical investing
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• Institutional investors that fall under YFYS will need to build products against

traditional benchmarks with low tracking error and low fees.

• This creates opportunities for groups outside of YFYS to offer clients who wish to

invest in ethical products a clearly differentiated product.

• The future is much greener and higher impact than where we are currently.

• The ground swell from individual investors (particularly women, younger investors and

some over 60s) is gaining considerable momentum and traction.

There is a real opportunity to offer a proactive approach to 

clients and guide them on impact and ethical investing



Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Apostle Funds Management Pty Limited (“Apostle”) (ABN 16 129 922 612) (AFSL No. 458375) and may contain information provided

directly by third parties. K2 Asset Management Ltd (“K2”) (ABN 95 085 445 094, AFSL 244393) is the Responsible Entity of the Apostle People and Planet Diversified Fund. K2

is a subsidiary of K2 Asset Management Holdings Ltd (ABN59124636782).

This material is for information purposes only. It is not an offer or a recommendation to invest and it should not be relied upon by investors in making an investment decision.

Offers to invest will only be made in the relevant offer document and this material is not intended to substitute suitable disclosure documents which will outline the risks

involved and other relevant information. Any investment carries potential risks and fees which are described in the relevant offer document. An investor should, before

deciding whether to invest, consider the appropriateness of the investment, having regard to both the relevant offer document in its entirety and the investor's objectives,

financial situation and need. This information has not been prepared taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Please note that past investment

performance is not a reliable indicator of future investment performance. No representation is made as to future performance or volatility of the investment. In particular,

there is no guarantee that the investment objectives and investment strategy set out in this presentation may be successful. Any forward-looking statements, opinions and

estimates provided in this material are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice and should not be relied upon as an indication of

the future performance. Persons should rely solely upon their own investigations in respect of the subject matter discussed in this material. No representations or

warranties, expressed or implied, are made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this material. In preparing these

materials, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available to Apostle. To the maximum

extent permitted by law, all liability in reliance on this material is expressly disclaimed.

This document is strictly confidential and is intended solely for the use of the person to whom it has been delivered. It may not be reproduced, distributed or published, in

whole or in part, without the prior approval of Apostle. This material is provided in relation to an investment that is open to Australian and New Zealand residents only, and is

not available in any jurisdiction in which, or to any person to whom, it would be unlawful to make such offer or invitation.

Disclaimer
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